NZFRS ARTISTIC ROLLER SPORTS COMMITTEE
POLICY 08.
SELECTION OF JUDGES FOR INTERNATIONAL EVENTS
INTERNATIONAL A JUDGES
Leigh Hudson-Coe
Tony Alexander
Jane Reason

INTERNATIONAL AR (Retired) JUDGES
Joan Alexander
Barbara Colville
Peter Willy

INTERNATIONAL BR (Retired) JUDGES
Raewyn Hailes
Bill Hancock

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS.
Any judge holding a Class A International Commission will be eligible for selection by CIPA as New Zealand
judge for World Championships, provided they are currently active in New Zealand and have judged at
Oceania Championships in the last two (2) years of the year they receive the invite from CIPA, and
provided they have no pupils competing at International level.
If for any valid reason the nomination is unable to be accepted or the judge can no longer attend, the next
judge on the list will be nominated and the rotation will continue as such with the original nominee
shifting to the end of the roster.

OCEANIA CHAMPIONSHIPS
Preference to judge this event will be given to the judge up for nomination for World Championships in
that year. Then to Class B International Commission judges, providing they are active in New Zealand and
have no pupils competing at International level. (The Convener of the NZFRS Artistic Officials committee
has the discretion to waiver this when it is held in New Zealand).
In the event that the International officials are not available for this event, Senior National Judges and
Calculators from the host Federation should be provided.
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If for any valid reason the nomination is unable to be accepted or the judge can no longer attend, the next
judge on the list will be nominated and the rotation will continue as such with the original nominee
shifting to the end of the International AR, International B or International BR roster.

INTERNATIONAL CALCULATORS
CALCULATORS
Liz Innes
Judith Lowes
Jacqui Jones
Gerry Allan
Bruce Crosby
The rotation for International Calculators applies to the following competitions only:
Graeme Sheppard Challenge
Oceania Championships (when held in New Zealand)
The Chief Calculator will hold the responsibility of inviting Calculators in list order to events. The Chief
Calculator is required to be in attendance at both of the above events.
If for any valid reason, the Chief Calculator is unable to attend either of these events, they will organise
someone to assume the responsibility of this position for the competition. If for any valid reason the
nominated calculator is unable to accept the invitation, the next calculator on the list will be invited, and
the rotation will continue as such, with the original nominee shifting to the end of the roster. If the Chief
Calculator is not able to complete the calculating team from the above persons, another suitably qualified
calculator from within New Zealand may be invited.
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